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NOTES FROM THE EDITORS,

With this issue of INVESTIGATIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION (Volume 5,
, .

((Issue 2),' we welcome.two new members to the Advisory Board: Willard J.

Jacobson, who is an ERIC-SMEAC"IFpointee, and LivingstoniS. Schneider,

a WARS? appointee. We also wan; to thank the two persons retiring from

tne Advisory Board; David Butts and Kenneth Jacknicke,for their assistalce

during the past several years.

Issue 2 of Volume S contains eight studies clustered in three areas.:

instrument development, attitudes, and achievement. It also chntains

a response from an individual whose study was critiqued in a previous

issue of T.S.E.(WoluFe.3; Issue 1). We are pleased that authors are

responding td our offer to allow them to reply to questions', requests

%
for.clarification, or criticisms raised by 1.S.E; abstractor1 . We hope

the dialogue will continue. r.

C

Patricia E. Blosser
Editor

Robert L. Steiner
Associate Editor
.
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Koslow, M. James dnd Marshall A. Nay. l'An Approach to Measuring
.Scientific Attitudes." Science Education, 0(2);147-172, 1976.

bescriptors- *Attttudes; *Attitude Tests;. Educational 4.
Research; Evaluation; Science Education; Secondary Education;
*Secondary School SCience; *Scientific Attitudesl.*Test
Construction

Etpanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Robert L. Shrigley, The Pennsylvania State University.

Pur ose

4

The purpose of this study wasto design and field-test a two-part

r

Instrumeit having cognitive and affective components that wotiid 4

measure scientific attitudes.

Rationale

The steps to designing the instrument were

L

1. eview and cite theshoitcoin6 of'five instruments:.

.

. .A) Test on Understanding Science

.

11) Attitudes Toward Science and.Soientific.Careers

C) Projective Test, of Attitudes

D) Science Support'Scale .

E) An Inventory of Scientific Attitudes

t,.

2. Citing the difficulty. other researchers had applying the
,

Xrathwohl taxonomy of affective objectives *to the natural
^

sciences, the authors'ehose instead _the Nay-Crocker model.

From the 65 affective attributes of scientists included.in

1(
the Niey-Crocker inventory; the authors.chose eight Scienti-. )

,\) fie attributes for their instrument: 1)4sritical-mindedness;

2) suspended.judgmenq 3) respect 10. evidence; 4) honesty;

5) objectivity; 6) willingness to chang&:opirtions; 7) open:-
.

mindedness; and 8) questioning attitude.';
/ %

'
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1.

O

3. Design the Test of Scietitific Attitude (IOSA)
e
on, the three

I .

dimensions of attitude suggested hy Rokeach.(cognition.,

affection Lintent] and behavior (action]).

mot- iCbgnitiOn: 'tests the students' understanding of the

manner Id which scientisgs'manifest the.
scientific attisudx (resulting in the 20-
statement Cognitive Component Subt&st -CCS).

It

t

P. DJ] Intent: tests the students' tendency to approve or dis-
approve specifiecourses Of action representing_'
elements of the scientific. attitudg (reiuIting .

In the 20-statement Intent Component Suntest-
/CS).

. .

-.'

Action: represents the deionstrative behavior of stu-
dents in the classroom implying a Scientific
'attitude with each student*to.be jddged.by
scienee.teaghers on a four-point agile).

. .4. 4A ultiple cholce format providing the student th fbur

co roes of action was chosen foi TOSA after doc4eniing weak-
.

ne ses in Thurstone's equa/7appearing interval, iikeres

'demoted rating, and OsgOods semantic differential tech-

piques.
.1

4
Procedurei,

#

and III ofEngman's four-phase model for educatiohal.
. .

1 plaboitg,.the authors wrote one gederal and fopr or five specific

behavioral.objectives for each of the eight Nay and Crocker scientific

attributes.' The objectives were subrpitted to judgei who rated each

of them on a 6-2 scale of relerince. Asa result theInitial list of

objeCtives'ims reduced toless'than half. Openmindedness was sub-

' eased tinder objectivity and the questioning attitude was su4umeds

under criticla -mindedness, reaming the eight original categ ries"

of scientific attributes by two.
..-.

.Twenty -eight multiple chOice items representing the six,cateiories

were then constructed and field-tested. As

some of the 28. its yeti revised 'and 'ne

TOM, 20 items each for CCS

the keyed response for'eactb

result of a pilbt study,

ones added to ommplete

and ICS A panel of judges reacted to

test'item.
4
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Whlp the instrument was administered to -307 secondary.school'physics

werechemistry students the meadslor TOSA, CCS'and ICS were 32.4,

52:8 And 52.2 percent, respectively. and the standard deviation$

were 10.3; 13.9 and 12.5.

. I

!tot Analysis.. None of the alternatives'om the 39-multiple choice-

items, (item 20 was dropped due to a misprint) was ,ignored by all

students, but seven of the 156 distractors accounted for less than

3 percent di the responses. twe/ve,o the 40 items were...outside the 44

desired .25-.75 difficulty range. TWo'of the 39 its fell well belmr.

the deiired .30 on the biserial correlations.

ReliabilitY. The correlatioA coefficient between CCS and ICS was .23;

well' below the '.40 odd-even, split-half correlation,of TOSA, implying

that the

geneity,

and .39,

suktests.vere measuring different entities. Testing for homo-

the KR-20 co4fficients for

respqctively. Testing for

administered to 105 students during

TOSA, CCA and ICS Were .55, .45,

instrument stability, TOSA was

a three-week,'te'st-retestplan.

The correlation coefficients for TOSA, CCS and Tc; were .71, .68, and

.64, respectively. The correlation coefficients for TOSA; CCS and ICS

with reading as indicated in the scores of 24tudents ou the Sequen-

tial Test of Educational Progress were .35, .4k, and respectively:

This implied less than.a strong relationship between readin ability

and attitude scaes for,physics andchemistry students.

Widity. Content validity was assumed as "a result of the juror i volve-

. merit andAthe rigorlils(crocedure whereby content was selected fr TO

Structural validity was examined through factor analysis with 35 4 th

' 39 items loading on nine factors. The factoi analysis provided reaeon-
/ , a - ,

' able sUpkort for TOSA's six classifications of cieutifiE attitudes

as. originally categorized bTthe authors.
,/ .

t

;

As a means of establishing exter al validity of TOSA, three science,

teachers were asked to riiii7the scientific attitude ofiteir students

(the n as 151 of, total 307) o,/a four-point scale. The correlations of

5
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j
t
1. *OSA it oIviously evelopmental and'the authors were adequately

.

. - 1

. .

..',, .. * -,
.

...

.teacherVatings.with student scores on TO§A. CCS ands ICS were not only

).lows.but inconsistent ftom teacher to teacher'. As a result, the
) ,

authors discarded teaOher'ratings ajii a proceduice far establishing

external validity of their attitude instrument.
1.

. Aotign Component. By asking teachers to rate 'the scientific attitude

of studentp, the authors attempted to satisfythe action component of _

the attitude concept. Because.the correlations between teacher ratings
4 8

'and student scores were lowr the aUdhors suggest that action is not only

dependent on a prestated,attitude, but also thesituation.
4,

1
.

COnotuiions.

:1. The factor analysis supported the author's rationale fc1F dividing '

the test items into CCS and ICS and also their classilicatiOn on .

.

the basis of behavioral. definitions of the attitudes:

2. CCS (cognitive) and ICS (intent) are not measuring. t1 same char-
,

'acteristics.

3. Understanding the attribptelt of the scientists will probably not

ettsuie that students will demonstrate those characteristics.

4. Using the ,analysis data, test items should be modified and

lengthened

5. The'action component of attitude needs more attettion.

.
;

4IM.
.4. The-generalizability shou4 be broadened by submitting the instru-

.
, . .

46' .

. ..
ments to a wider population of students., . .

. 1
'

.
.

a

VIC

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

modest in their appraisal of their professional accomplishments.

2. When compared with other

tilde, the authors' major

instruments measuring scientific aiti-
.

contributions were-an instrument:
.6
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(1) s4th a more.iigorous step-by-stgp rationale, (2) with a

'unique multiple choice format, and (3) representing science

p1assroom qituat ions% and experiences

10

3. The authors Vecognized the importafice of the action component of

the attitude concept, a facet of attitude research in sctence'

.education which is usually ignored. The authors confirmed a

finding so common in attitude research. The literature is strewn
,

.

..14th studies that seem to deay a strong relationship between atti-

tude and behavior.

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) may have come to grips, with this problem.

They question the assumption that there is a one-to.-one relation-
.

ship between attitude and .behavior, the former r
. .

stimulus and the latter a response. Instead of a

they offer the alternative that there is a probalii

entirig the

ationship,

istic relatibn-

ship.

Becadse of situational factors, or 4,t FishPein And Ajzen call

subjective norms (pretsure from signiftcant refefents),:a subject
(-- ,

. *those attitude is, positive would respond positively to many, but

not necessarily allvAanifestations of a part$cular psychological

I
object.

1
For this reAon Fishbein and Ajzen-suggest,thaebehavior cannot

be measured by a single observation but tattter.by repeated

observations: Kozlow and Nay d6 not report 'the exact procedure.

expected of the teachers when they rated the scientific behavior

of the students*

4. Central to the authors' rationale was the develoiiment'Of au

instrument centered around sttuations created in the students'

.science classroom. And this is probably aworthyobjective. So

their decision to reject the Osgood semantic differential atti-

tude measuring tecinique with its unique bipolar adjectives

format (e.g,, good-bad) was probably justified.

#

4
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Iherauthors rejected thehurstone format on the, basis that
,

unidimensionality is assumed'add their goal. was'an instrument

representing any dimensions in the affective .domain. 'Even
.Y.

more questionable may have been Thuistone's-time-consuming and

jury-biased. validation procedures for. determining. the negative-

positive intensity of'ittitude statements,(Hovland and Sherif,.

1952). Altheugh theauthdrs of TOSA used a different, and,probr
.

ably a lesssophisticatn,)ury procedure, it ik possible that

their system 'for deterirriirig the "best" -answer for each must pre

choice item hasa jury.- biased problem not unlike that of tka
.

Thurstone technique.
I

The authors rejected the Likert procedure beciuse of the response

biased tendency in their testing formats: the abstrgctok recog-

nizes the response bias. in non-multiple ehoicetestinglormat

(Oppenheim, 1966), but the sOcio-psyCh5logical literature of the

last\two decades fails' to, recognize it-'as a major concern in

attitude testing: 't

ig

.4r
. . The multiple choice format chosen for TOSA by brie authors ignoresauthors

-attitude intensity. In responding to each.oithe 40 statements,
f$-.

etudepts could choose'either the correct alternative or one 'of the

three incorrect alternatives. There waste Way a student could

P

register intensity of attitude on each statement as is the case

id.6Thurstone's 11-point, Osgood's 7-poAntOand Likert's 5-point

positive-np continuum.ontinuum.

, The abstractor suggests that the Likert format with an equal

number of negatiVe Sndpositive statements sequenced randomly

probably has less handicaps as an attitude measuring,scale,

especially to, than the multiple choice format. .

5.*:',.The statements on Iq seem to be the application of standard

.operating procedures of the sciZific community within the milieu

the science cladsrOom, thus*they might be considered cognitive

even factual in nature. oneof Edward's 9 57) 14 criteria

.
for judging the validity attitude statements` is that they 14

sonfactual..- Of

12 .

.

48'
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AlthoOgh thq authors' correlation of scores on ICS and CCS resulted

.
in a IOW coefficient of .23 Implying that ,ICS may not be highly cogni-

tive, many of the ICS statements seem to lack the likerdislike polarity'

(Zimbardo'dnd EbbeSen, 1969), that emotionally-charged characteristic

of attitudes (Triandis, 1971) or the evaluative component that separates

the conceptiefsattitude frOm other related psychological, phenomena

(Fidhbein and Ajmen,'19?5).A.
s

4

The aestractor)suggests that a close examivation;of other instruments

-said to measure scientific attitude, even those dedigned arond a

Likert format, seem to lack some of t he characterist'ics of attitude

as defined, abolie. Therefore, a more fundamental, question is involved.

Science educators should consider-the possibility that a scientific

attitude rooted firmly in those-attributes of the scientist maybe

Inherently more cognitive than the concept of attitude as=defined by

the social psychologist. Even a .favorable o; unfavorablk.ettitu4e

toward_ths subject of science, the learning of science or Ae'teach-

ing.of science may, not be the same concept nor might4it have a signifi-
.

cant relationship with the scientific' attitude as it was defined in
,

,this study..

Therefore, until the concepts, scientific attitudq and attitude, are

found to be,closely related suggesting that su4/inetruments as :OSA

be designed from a rationale compatible with the findings of the

socia15sychologist, science educators have to suspend any judgment

of the authors' unconventional multiple choice forMat and the;seeming

cognitive nature o4 ISS.
k

a

r c

3
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Hanby, A. k.; R.,J.'Kitto; and R. J. Nilson. "Validaoing Constructs

in Science_. Research: The Construct 'new of Science's"
Science Education, 60(3):313-321, July-Sept., 1976.

Descriptors 2Authoritarianism; Dogmatism; *Educational Research;
*Evaluation; *Models; *Research Methodology; *Science Education;
Test Validity; *Validity

Expanded.Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E.-by
Rodney L. Doran, State University of New York at Buffalos(

i

?uri)ose,

4

This study had two purposes: 4 a

(1) to demonstrate a "methodology-for validating instruments
employed in science education \research" an4%,

4

(2) io provide "empirical support to the conceptual linkage
---""latween the philosophical view of science and the intel-

lectual variables, dogmatism and authoritarianism."

e

Rationale

of %.

This study was based on conclusions from several reviews of.science
. *

education research that(1) many studies rely on author-constructed
- ,

--.

instruments whose validity" and reliability has been established only

'cursorily, if at all, and'(2) much research is conducted without a

'coherent conceptual or theoretical framework.

s
This research was an attempt to demonstrate that theoretically-based',

psychometrically soOnd validation methodologies can be used. the

instrument to be empirically validated was a classroom observation"

system developed by. one of the investigators in his doctoral dieser-

tationi(Munby, 19735.
1

Research Design and Procedure

)1

.

I -
The multitkait-multimethod, model ofEampbell and Fiske (1959) was used

to.guide the selection of instruments and the formulation of hypPtheses.

A

\

. .

11



The flowing figure displays the written and observation type instru-

ments that separately assessed the construct in question--"View of
1

Science,".a convergent construct--"Authoritarianism," and 4 divergent

construct--"Performance Anxiety." Convergent. measures are those

deemed to have a "defiftd conceptual coherence" with the trait in

. question. Similarly, divergent measures are thoie that are "concep-

tually understood to have no relatiObship" to traits A and B.

CONSTRUCT

Method A '4iew of
Science

Observation 1 Munby
System

B Authori-
tarianism
(convergent)

3 Flanders
System

Performance
Anxiety'
Xdivergent)

5 Behavioral
Checklist

PRCSWritten' 2 Nature, of

Science
Scale (NOSS)

4 California- F 6

Dogmatism - D
Dogis(ism - E

.

The NOSS was chosen because it had "philosophical bases similar to

that of the Munby system" and therefore as deemed to measure the

same trait, using a different method. Through an analysis of the

realism-instrumental framework of the Munby system, it appeared that
#

realism reflects frn "authoritarian and domtic view about truth and

about science." Thus, the convergent observation method chosen was

the Flanders interaction analysis system in which low fiD ratios are

"associated with dogmatic and authoritarian teaching styles."
A

The divergent trait selected for use was "perfordance anxiety" one

of the few constructs for which more than one method of measure was-,

available. This trait can be measuaed by .a "written personal report

of confidence as a speaker (f'RCS) and a timed behavioral Checklist

for performance anxiety in'speaking." There appeared to be no theo-

retical reason for this construct "'...to be related to view of

science'or any other construct chosen for this validation study...."

12

4

0
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The need.for.this present study surfaced as there were "...three
-

equally attrActive/ieasures available for'the wrimpn'assessment

of the convergent trait (California-F, Dogmatism-D, and DogmaEism-

,E)." This study was undertaken to assist- in the selection of an
11,

instrument for measuring authoritarianism (the convergent trait)

via a written format,. Accordingly, the following hypotheses were

formdlated:

1) Scores on the Nature of Science Scale would correlate posi-

tively and significantlyjith those on the California-F,

Dogstatism-D, and Dogmatism-Escales.

(2) Scores on the PRCS would not correlate with scores on the

California-F, Dogmatism7D,'and Dogmatism-E scales.

Random numbers added

correlatives similar

:would have near-zero

to the data analysis Would show

to those.for PRCS, except that they

reliability.

(T4 simplify the administration and scoring of'the instruments, a

single test was'developed which was composed of items from the

"written" instruments arranged in random order. Also, the response

foriat for the NOSS and the FRCS. was changed from True-False to a

Likert-type scale (with responses +3-, +2, +Is -1, -2, -3) to corre-

spond with that used in the Caliioinia-F and Dogmatism scalei. /

Additionally, a "trait" of random numbers was included in the dnaly-

4"Since the divdrgent measure performs essentially the same

function, theoretically, as collecting random numbers, it was.

considered potentially useful to amplify the validation model...."

with the random nuidber trait of "...approximately normal distribu-

tion, corresponding to the scoring minima and maxima of the real

instruments."

The 154 items of the five written instruments Were administered to.

"168 secondary school teachers of a variety of subject.specializations."



.40

The participants were told that the purpose of the

validate an instrument, but they were not told the

st

igieatch::va to

nature 'of -var la-
.

hiss and instruments.
2, '4

.4
.;'

From the response data, scores for the five tests were computed for

each of the participants. DeScripciVe test statistics and reliabil-

ities with Spearman-Brown correction) were obtalmed .for

each instrument and correlation coefficients among the five ,scales o
.

rand the "random number" trait were calculated.

Firdings

The following data were the bases for hypothesis testing and resultant

conclusions.
;

-

NOSS F

California-P .51*

liogmatismE .42* .78*

bogmatism-D .39* 78* 97*

PROS
.

.04 .09 , 014:

Random Number. .08 .00 .06

Number of IVems 29 29 40

Reliability .67 .84 .1$1

.PRCS Random

151-

kli;

:4 .04

66. ' 30

." .94 .16

.

*Significant at *. 01 'level.

The reliabilities of the instruments obtained in this study fall

within the ranges reported in the literatuit. It appears-the pooling

of the items into one compoiite test did not unduly affect the charac-

teristics,of theie instruments.

.'-
. .

The convergence of,theoZyiew of scielce".conatruct (as,measured by the
P---

NOSS) with the authoritarian and do atism constidctjmeasured by

y
t e

,
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E, and F scales) was clearly demonstrated by the significant cdOte-

_lotion coefficients among these four variables. Accordingly Hypothesis

I was accepted.

Similarly, Hypothesis.2 was accepted as the relationships between the

PRCS and the D, E, and F scales mere not significantly different from

, zero. *Also, Hypothesis 3 was accepted as the relationsbps of the
.

.6

.convergent measures (D, E, and F) witilk.the "random number" trait were

not significantly'different-than with the FRCS.

interpretations

The authors concluded that the Calif oriia-F scale was the toe- useful

of the convergent measures, because: (1) it correlated best with

NOSS and (2) correlated he lease with FRCS.

Specifically, based on the evidence described, the authors concluded

that there was support for the "4..th4oretical position that the view

of science conttruct converges with authoritarianism and dogmatism,

while it diverges from performance anxiety."' Based on these tentative,

findings, the investigat?rswill use the California -F scale and coi-
f.

ductiphe validation via the ful;,model (all six boxes) as outlined

earlier.

More generally, the atfhOrs'state that this study has "...ihown6ehe

potential usefulness Of the Campbell and Fiske.multitrait-multimethod
,

validation model for science education research and has illustrated

the power:of this model...." Further, tbat the "procedures adopted

in this research demonstrate theImportanceof proceeding from a
.

sound, theoretical framework acid of employing a conceptually sensible

.;and rigorous validation methodology."

V
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This Study attacicg two persistent problemstior researchers in science

. 'education. The report communicates clearly the intent,.procedureS and

outcomes of the research.' As this appears to be the'first study of

its kind, the main empirical study cited was a doctoral dissertation

by one of the authors. This doctoral research was apparently the seed

' -from which this study grew.

The major methodological contribution of this study was the use of the

6.Campbell and Fiskelmodel.frocosooial sciences into .a specific educa-

tion domain.. The relevant dimensions and characteristics of the Camp-.

R bill and Fiske model were described in a brief but sufficient manner.
44-

This application of the model to science education research appears

to be both innovative and appropriate.

e

. . The construct "view of science" basic to titta study was defined as

74
representing "a basic philos ic posture toward science and reality." ,

The diametrically opposing views "realism," and "instrumentalism" as 4 '

described by Nagel (1961) were the cornerstone of the research. The

Hanby classroom observation system was illustrated via nine statements

consistent with each of these "views." One should consider Nagel's

reservations about over-interpretations of these stances:
. .

At is therefodifficult to escape the conclusion that When
the two apparently opposing views on the cognitive status of
theories are each stated with some circumspection, easp can'
assimilate .nto its formulations not only the facts cottcern-
Log the Frimary,subject matterexplored by experimental
inquiry but alsb the relevant facts concerning the logic and

----prOcedure of science. In brief, the opposition between these
views is a conflict over preferred modes of speech-(p. 152).

Apparently, these preferences in the way the process and products of

sciencing,are communicated is reflective of one's philosophical

. beliefs about science. According to Kimball (1967-68), author of

the iOSS:

Philosophical considerations'characterize,thoughtfu discus-
sion of the nature of science, so philosophy majors ht

16
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-

. . .

. ,

., 0

display as. better understanding of.ths nature of science than

majors. k11). ,

.
.

.
, .

' .1 ... , a
...,'. .,-.

It appears knowledge oespecific terms and language used in disCussing
..

statements a 6out`science, may be a functioh of academic backgrOund, ,

C

.
thereby c/o dine the assessment of one'e, "view of scie4nCi." iiils''

, .

concern is heightened by Kimball's fi#dings that philosophy majors

surprisinglY did score sigmificantly'higher on .he NOSS'than did

science majors (higher stores indicating.greater agreement with the

model of the nature of science). Responses:to seven items describing

the "methods of science were the-main source of the overall NOSS
. .

differences. ActOrding to Kimball, "This is a rkable outcome,

for it would seem-reasonable that the one area qtAience with which

the scientists wouldibe most familiar is methodoloky." Thii raises
(

the question as to-whether the NOSS is measuring understanding

nature of science or understanding of. the unique philosophical inter-

pretations of nature of scienceor understanding of the unique inter-

pretations of certain words and phrases by tgeee schooled in'

philosophy.
1

The authors listed the nine factors of the realist view and, similarly,

the nineofactors for the instrumentalist view as operationalized in the:
'Munby classroom olrvation system, which wasn't used in the stedy

. reported.hefe. TheD, E, and F scales.were described as being

measures of authoritarianism and dogmatism. These traits were

characterized by Roketach (1960) as associa ted1Fith "...concrete think-

ing, Mntoleranceofsabiguity, and prematUre'closuce of perceptual

process." The D and E forms of the Rokeach Dogmatism scale ar ndi-

dated as the fourth and fifth revision. 'Further; they _are ibed

' as Dogmatism and Enthrocentrism scales, respectively. However, no

illustrative items were included; rather, psychometric data were

listed for each, e.g. means and reliabilitie;. ThA reliability data

for D Scale was described by Munby et al. oa saifiple of "English

majors," while it was-students of UniveisiEy'College in London,"

according to Robinson and Shave'f (1973).

0

.
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% ...-,.. , . .

..
... . ..

... 'm the report it appeared that the-California-F scale was Aevfloped

4 Itakeech. However, it was designed by Ailotno and colleagueiv(1950)
.. -

to medsure '...antise6itism"and ethn6- centrism without ientioning
.

, .
.

,
.

to minority groups or current political-economic issues...." (p. 223).

.

..!lhenew instrumelf was termed ,the F scale, ti, its concern

I

1/.
4

4

%with Implicit prefascistl.tendencies..." (p. 224). liliich ot thelthree
.

forms of the F-scale was used in this study was not stated.. Th0 Ford"

J

. 6, 4 4 , 1

78,' Form 60, and Pori& 41)/45 contained 38, 34, 'slid 30.iseiris 'respectively: .

: to

Munby et al. reported 29 items in the California F-scale and Aid not. $

list anyrelAbility estimates. The F -scale as apteeded ttriathe,Rokeach
.

,

(1900) volume included just 29 items, eliminating the item "the true
.

. -
Amee4.can way of life is disappearing so fast thalt

:
4orce may be neges-

.

.
0

sary to -preserve it." Further, thiSitem may have been dbAsidered as
-..

. ,

irrelevant to the Canadian sample.
1

Robinson and Shave (1973) reported
% " 4

r eliabilities of the F-smiees follows: ° °
,

-eimilt .
.

, 4
l

The reliability (split-half) onjorm 78 over all groups was,"
.74. Group r4iabilities ranged froth .56 too .:88. Yor& 60
had a reliability of .87 over in. groups tested, with group

. ,r0labilities migIng.frour.81 to .9J,: Forms'f5 and Whad . .

a reliability of .90 over all groups tested. Individual 40 *

group.meana varied from .81 to .97 (.1).4 422). '. "..

i .
, .
+. 1V....L . ,. t J

..0 Ar _ 4. /0

The date in the Munby et al. report on the F-scale lidted Michigan U.

as one of the groups sampled. AecoOing to-Rckeach (1960) it was
,.,

,

. - "Michigan State University. .

." . ..

The items om- the several inventories were admtnisgered to 1:168
.

secondary school teachers of a variety of -subject specialikatidns.".

Itseemed that the study-was oviented'to science teaching and science
7

.

teachers. How this sample will pssist. for that purpose-is not cleaK
. .

.. 0
.

livariate correlation coefficients were calculated'hetwdin the'e7etal

scores of the four scales and thetranddm numberOariabler Conclu-
t

lions based on the calculated statisticscand-testing of,hypotheses
. , ...

seemed.appropriate and well-founded. The ihmestigators failed to

relate thesefindings tothesecitedhy Rleach (1956):as cited' in

Robinson' and Shiver (1973). ,

7

*
81
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Intercorrelations among the D, E, and F scales with seven different

samples,,yarying in size from 60.to 202 were cited in the Robinson

and ShaUer voimme (1973). The D-E correlations ranged from .31,to

.53,TI-F from .54 to ..77 and E-F correlations 'f .56 to .64. The

results cited in the Munby'et al: report are consistent with these

find$ngs. .

While it was not important for this study, it wouldhave been'intei-
- ., --

-.eating to have had a brief description of the degree of dogmatism -

authoritarianism in this sample of teachers.
s i.

4

The D scale was composed of 66 teems with'a range of possible scores .-

Of 66 to 462 (with the scoring conversion). The neutral. position

would cfgtespond to a 'score of 264: Means abo4i
;

ithat would,be nter- 401e

preted A indicating'a higher degree of dogmatism. The sample of
. .

, . 317 college students cited by Munby had a mean of 219, almost exactly
..t,e

the same as the Mine sample--220. .Those valuescould'be described
, k .

.

as non-dogmatic, although nekstrongly so. .F.'
4

Similarly, the E scale scores could range from 40,to 280 with a

, neutral pdsition corresponding to a score of 60. The studgilt samples

Investigatid by Rokeach had means ranging frbla 141 to 144, With the....

Munby teacher sample.having a mean of 134. Again, both sets of data

could be,describedas slightly non-enthnocentric.

/F.

Possible scores on the'F scale r g from 79 to 203 with a neutral

position of 11 6,, The data collecte from students by Rokeach had

mean values from 83 to 116. The Munby sample had a mean of 94 on dC
N

. again, similartotbp Rokeach sample and below the middle position.,

I.

Performance Anxiety may be a somewhat different.trait than Anxiety

in general, although they.initially seem to have considerable common-.
...

alley. .Rokeach (1960) did suggest' that
. j

.

;..62 the extent that a belOef-disbelief system is closed,
it represenis.a cognitive network of defenses against
anxiety. /Misdeeds us to t e simple hypothesis that
those with relatively closed ystems should manifest more

-Anxietr than those ith relat vely open system (p. 347).

-
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Rokeath obtained data relating to this hypothesis from a variety of

groups in the United States and England. In 'all cases the "measure

of 'anxiety used was 30 items from the Minnes to MultiphasiC

Personality Inventory (I40I)." Some typical items wereig

I Work undera great deal ofttension.
have nightmares every few nights. .

.

My sleep is fitful and disturbed.
I frequently notice my.hand shake when,I try to do something,

The correlations on the grouPs, with the number of.subjects ranking.

:from 60 to 207, between the Dogmatism and Anxiety stiles ranged,from

.36 to .64, all very significant.

Those results arerVery diffbrent from findings of $inby and colleagues,

between the Dogmatism scales (D, E, and F) and the PRCS, their.measure

of performance anxiety. 'A dumber of possible explanations oethese

differences may be.possible, but are beyOnd the scope of this abtract,

1'

The authors correctly_ identified this study as "an early portion of

the effort to put an elaborated 'philosophical distinction to empiri-

'cal test...." Comprehending philosophcal.considerations is a .

<weighty problem by itself. Adding two methods,of assessing traits

which are' difficultto conceptualize makes the tfsk truly immense:

The investigators have tone an admirable job in this difficult dpmain.

It is hoped that thercontInue to contriAnte to this research endeavor.

4
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Shimshon and Dina Duvdvani. "lhe,SCientifie AttitUdesof
,Tenth -Grade Students in Israel, ad Measured by the Scientific
Attitude Inventory." School Science -and Mathematics, 7f#(1):.
9-14'i 1976.

Descriptors--*Educational Research; International, Education;
Science Editdation; *Secondary School Science; Secondary.

' Education; *Scientific Attitudes; *Surveys; Scientists

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Michael Szabo, The Pennsylvania State University.

Purpose

In the tecehi past, the National Association for Research in Science'

Teaching has underscored the value oaf attitudinal research in science

teaching by elevating it on the priority listing. This emphasis has

produced a numbe; of studies on the, affective-component of science

teaching including the present study by Novick and Duvdvani who

studied scientific attitudes in tenth-grade Israeli school students

who had been exposed to the "big three" science courses; biology,

chemistry, and physics.

Rationale

The authors pr4Sented.no rationale for this.study. The reviewer

infers that the rationale was a comparison of scientific attitudes,

of students in public schools ift two nations'llth somewhat sailer

economic orientat'ions. Of all the prior research done in th'e area

of scientific attitudes, only that of Moore, Che original author.,

of the Scientific AtAtude Inventory- (SAY) instrulentjwas presented.

Research Design and Procedure -

The design of this study-was a non-eqUivalent comparison group study
.

using randomly chosen classes (n=684) fromHwithin the strata of
ss

different school-types in Israel. The comparison group was dram.'
i

ti
I
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,

1

from literature reporting the results of a test with ninth -grade

students in tht United States and with a collegeAiple instructed

in a physical science course for non-scientists. The datinnthe4

tomparison group 'were gathered in the United States during the

1970s while the data were gathered from the Israeli schools in

1973. The sample sizes of intact classes were essentially'equiva-:

lent in the Israeli and comparison. schools. The comparison and the

Israeli schools werenot sampled randomly.

The instrument used was the.Scientific Attitude Inventory (SAI).

which is a Laert-type instrument designed to measure the extent

to which a student assumes six pairs of positive or negative scien-

tific attitudes. The instrument contains 60 items, 6 per attitude.

The first three attitudinal components bear an intellectual orien-

tation whilethe remaining three attitudes reportedly beaan
-40

emotional attitude toward science. The reliability and validity

of the original instrument are reported by reference only. Tile

instrument was translated into the Hebrew language and reportedly

validated in the same manner as the original instrument. No data

were given on this validation except that the overall reliability

coefficient from the Israeli study was 0.58.

The data collected included means and standard deviations which

were computed and compared for the total Israeli sample and the

individual United States samples. No statistical tests of means

were performed. The summary means and standard deViations were
.

reported for the total test, the individual subscales and the two

subscales which were summed across the first three and the las,

'three scalei. No reliability or validity data were-reported oo
4.

any of the -subscales.

iL n

il

The authors eportedtliat the Israeli 'mean scores c mpared favorably
. .

with the m n Scores for the U.S. data for the tota an4 all .

. ,. ,
.

.

,
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subscifes. The authors inferred that Israeli students consider

scientific work interesting and rewarding, to a greater extent than

aid the U.S. sample:. They speculate this difference might be due

to cultural-teChnological interactions which were a function of the

1970; in the United Stags and 1973 in Israel. They also speculate

the heightened awareness in the United States of edvironmental effects

as a potential contributor to this supposed discrepancy.

The authori also inferred that the need for public support and under-

standing of science was appreciated more in the United States than.it
C

was in Israel.

Interpretations

A portion of the findings and discussion addressed the unidimension-

ality of the attitudes being measured; The.argument was put forth

that a unidimensional,attitude would result in small differences

between mean scores for the positive and the negative statement of an

attitude. In, fact, the data showed the difference betweenthe means

on positive, and negative statements for, each attitude to be large.

No statistical tests of significance were reported on these mean

scores. As a further excursion into this issue of unidimensionality,

correlations betwee4positive and negative statements for each attitude
r

were made. Three of the six Correlations were'significant at'the 01

level and two of these were positive.
. .

The authors questioned the Unidimensionalily of the instrument and '
s

referred to Hbore's interpretation which centers on the notion that

students do not seem to understand the nature of sq.entific explana-

tionslin the form of theories and laws regarding the first attitudinal

component. This statement calls into mind ehe very close and not

fully understood link between intellectual knowledge and attitudinal

development. The authors concluded that the development of scienti-

fic attitudes required much more explicit attention in current Israeli

science programs.

27
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

4,

As Sir Isaac Newton indicated, greatneswin part stems from standing on

the shoulders of giants who have gone before. Simliarlyithesse'dealing

with education iman empirical manner would be well advised .to consultl
14.

the research and theore tical literature as a bas44is for their work:

Fox example, Wagner and Sherwood (1969), Festinger (1957), Shrigley,,

Riley and Johnson (1976) and Shrigley (1978) suggest four model's of
, .

attitude development from a theoretical basis.

In the design, there ism little description of similarities and differ-
,

ences between the compirative samples. This lack of informatiod

severely restricts the ability to make inferences ancl.generalizations.

,For example, during 1970, tremendous, change was occurring in the
,

cultural and social structure of this country. Such.changes included
of. .

a growing awareness of the deleterious effects of science and tech-

nology on the,environment, an emphasis, on the use of technology for

war time purposes, and a sharp drop in the demand for some.scienti-
e

fically trained pers6ns, such as engineers. Although space is

limited, the authors might have provideda br ief statement of the

). nature of the.samPTOrs that were used as a comparison.

Under the heading oeinstrumentation, the reviewer'would like to

comment, on cultural validity, reliability, and unidimensionality.

Although the iistrument waitranslated verbally from nglish into

the Hebrew, there was no report on a cultural trinsleition. It is

well documented that tests can carry biases when used in a culture

for which they were not deiigned. Cultural biai can even,occur

Within the same culture. Witness the trend in recent year towards '
technologically and practically based research yersus theoretical'

studies in the sciences, a result largely of changes in funding

patterns by, the federal government. One can only speculate as Co

the cultural biases that may have been introduced in this particular

study.

Although the authors indicated the, lse of similar procedures in vali-
.

dating the, translated instrument, no data were presented to indicatt



0 the validity ofthe instrument or its subscales. The reliability

of the total instrument ;00.58 which is clearly questionable. ,

Standard errors of measurement were not pre'sented in this report.

Although conclusions were speculated regardingthe subscale scores,

neither the reliability nor the validity of any of the subscale.

scores was mentioned. Coupled with, the fact that no statistical

tests were performed with the exception of the correlation coeffi-

cients, it appears that any conclusions or generalizations are truly

speculative at this point.

he authorsraisedthe question of the unidimensionality of the atti-
;-

tude underlying this particular instrument. The reviewer, however,
.

would like to raise ,the question of the 'unidimensionality of the N
*.

attitude scales embodied in the SAI.'-* the scales unidimensional,

'it would seem that mean scores on the posit statement and nega-

tive. 'statement would be Anversely correlated. However, the correla-

tion hew* positive and negative pairs across all six subscales

indicates-little:if any, significant correlation andOf the three'

significant correlations, only one is in the, negative direction.

The argument presented by the reviewet is in direct opposition to

the arguments made by the authors which predict positive correla-

.. . tions on the scaled pairs.

The problem of unidimensionality is -a severe one and is further

supported by the instrument itself. Scale 4a, for example, starts

out with the statement that science is.an idea-generating activity

while scale 4b, the supposedly negative view of the same concept,

suggests that science is a technology-developing activity Theou

retically, if one" rates statement 4a highly, he would the, rate 4b

low. The face value of these two statements; however, is such that

the student with a strong understanding of public funding patterns

would rate both these statements highly. The naive student who had

memorized a definition of science versus technology might rate .4a
.

high and 4b low.

Related to the issue of unidimensiona ty is absence-of data on the

uniqueness of subscales 1-6 or the two la ger subsca es ttitude

versus intellect in the inStru29 ment itself.

. 31,
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The conclusions based upon the subscales'are unWarranted in the light
_

of the absence of reliability figures for Wubscalis and the lack of

tests of significance. 10.

Assuming the above problems ark straightened out, the reviewer would

like to make three suggestions. First,hese data'are correlational

and subject to the influence.of other variables. Some of these can

be measured and partialed out, others cannot. Those which can be

measured and partialed out, using partial, correlation technitques

should be. Somewhat more precise srate4ei could Oen be made.

Seco , an analysis of response by school types (vocJaonal, academic,

rel gious, etc.) would.appeaefruitful.

Discrepancies between paper and pencil responses and actual kehaviors

haze been documented in other areas (e.g., marketing researc ). If

these discrepancie; occur in attitudes toward science,, the i ferences;

conausions, and resulting courses of ,action may beerroneou

Tice knowledge component d'attitude has long been questioned. If the

first three subscales of thet SA/ do indeed measure an intellectual
.

t (i.e., knowledge acquisition) component and fhb next three are atti

tudinal, it may be possible to useNale first three substales to partial

the intellectual component from theattitudinal,leaving a more pure
.

,assessment of attiltude. Empirical support fox this distinction,-

perhaAkthrough factor analytic techniques, shguld be employed.
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.Osborne, Roger. "Using Student. Attitudes to Modify Instruction in
Physics.". Journal of Research-in Science Teaching, 13(6):
525-531, 1976. 0

Desciiptors-4ttitude Tests; College Science; *Curriculum
Evaluation; *Educational Research; Higher Eddcation; *Labor-
story Experiments; *Physics; Science Education; *,StUdent
Attitudes

ir

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Marvin Brat, The Ohio State University.

Purpose

,
The purpose of this study was to gather information concerning students'

perceptions of laboratory work in a university-level physics course.

This information could then be used as a basx decisionrmaking in

ihe planning of future courses.

t

9.

Rationale.

The-study as such was not Telatdd to previous studies in the area.

'Noillcontextual framework or model was mentioned. However, the author

quotes Stufflebeam's definition for evaluation as ",the process of

,delineating, obtaining and providing useful information' or judging.

.decision alternatives.'!,

a.

Researcesign and Procedures

I

I

This was a formative evaluation study invoavidg two measures of student

'attitude over a two-year period,in, order to nodify a college-level

'physics course. Perhaps the studies could be described as "post-test

only" designs. In the first study, conducted in 1973, 53 students

enrolled in the course completed five units'of work. ,Upon completion

of the course, these subjects completed a 26-item semantic differen-

tial attitude inventory. These data were used to construct profiles

Which were compared to similar data collected Ilor following year, 1974.. .

31
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The 1974 study,mas conducted with 80 subjects, also students in the

physics course. In short, the researcher collected attitude data with

a semantic differeniial; he then changed or in some way modified three

of the instructional units (laboratory work). The second year he .

(7 gathered data using the same instrument, constructed profiles and

looked for differences across the adjective pairs.'

,

In addition to the above, the researcher also subjected the data to

factor analysis. Using the Kaiser varimax method he rotated the data

orthogoaily and found. four significant factors and ona,which was

mixed. The factor analysis data and the profiles for each year were,

illustrated' graphically.
/..

v,

.\

'Findings

1-
The findingkin thip'study may be summarized as,follows:

.

s

1. 50 percent of the students surveyed upon completion of the

physics course had changed their. attitudes toward physics" '

in a positive direction, 2Q percent considered .their atti-

tudes more negative.

, .
s

2. Laboratory studies appear to influence student interest in

planning experiments, analyzing trite results of .experiments,

.
appreciating the nature of physics and interest in physics.

...-'-
)

.

3. Varying the activities in the laboratory setting,sig if i-
.

i

- cantly-040.01)*changed the mean values on experime t one
..

bipolar adjectives: short -long, straight - forward t ory- ,

compiex thcory and varied-monotonous. These data re dis

played in graphical form as profiles.

32
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.

Of_reseerch in the affective domain. Perhaps more precision is required

in the area of measurement. There is, however, no question that the
.

data collected can be useful in decision making by physics instructors
1.

in the university setting.
'

Several questions could be asked about the study as it stands. The

information presented in tabular form concerning student opinion is

vague. Mow are no defined parameters from which one could argue.

student opinion and thelmost effectiye learning environments (Table

O. The author spent valuable space desiribing the procedures used
. -

In the factor analysis of the instrument Which dOes'not relate to
. ,

the.objective of his study. It would seem that the factors he des-

cribed are related to each other, therefore begging theuse of an

obl.que solution in preference to the orthogonal-solution chosen.

Too many studies of this type fail to describe precisely what varia-

bles were changed'in the instructional sequence: _Even studies which
.

use Harvard Project Physics, Chem-Study,Chemiitry or.BSCS Biology, as

experimental treatments do not.describe exactly what has happened to

that future researchers could replicate the studies. In this study,
,

ehanges.were,made in the first laboratory activity--it would seem

that the first laboratory experience'woulnot be "best" unit'of

work to attack. One additional comment that is pertinent...pethaps

a pre-post testing design would have been more informative in this

study, especially if the researcher was committed to making major

investments of time and energy involvinechanges inthe course esti-

.vities.

The study does add a dimension to the

towards science and scienceteaching.

'Information gained in research can be

area of researchon attitudes

It is demonstration that

applied to'discre66 and press-

ing problems. The factor analysis data tend to support other studies

.in this area, especially when viewed along with profile data The

negative feelings demonstrated towards matheia iCal aspects of physics

-have been a serious concern to researcheri fors e time. Normally

for analyses onone looks for ten subjects/cell when dealing wit4
,

data matrices. A 26 x 26 matrix would require'eroughly 6500-7000

\

r
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subjects. Cattell (1973), however, has suggested that factor solutions

may. indeed be valid for much smaller samples or's4bjecricell ratios.'

Perhaps fureher research could also use cluster analysis programs or .

multidimensional scaling techniques as a comp arison to fadtor'analyti-

4 mlels. In essence', the procedure.Jeas to the assuiption of

construct validity-for the attitutie inventory (Bratt, 1418).

Just-as a point worth noting, the reSeardier

tistical tests used,to determine signifidint

attitudesthis would have b/eft Meaningful.

did not describeeata-
_ .

positive changes "in
1

Oyerallt.the report

is very interesting. Some of the details axe buried and Stgaewhat'

confusing. Perhaps more discussion of, exactly what changedv-betvleen
", .

1973. and 1974 would, be more;helpfUl to the reader. ./.
J.
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**landed Abstract
.

and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.s.E. by

Chester E. Raun, Temple University.

Nrpos

The purpose of thib study was to:

1) Survey the attitudes of elementary school teachers toward
the teaching of science.

2) Classify the responses with 8 or 10 broad terriers to science
teaching.

1..1

3) Examine the barriers for a possible relaticonship to one or
more of the 'four functions of Katz's .(1960) functional
approach to attitude change.-

4) .Recommend whether. c not Katz's approach seems to be a valid
theory on which hypothases could be established and experi-

studies- designed to test attitude change of teachers.

Rationale

'

The Investigator attempted to construct *relationship between his

observations that "there seems to beatttle professional reward for

the teacher who teaches science to children" and that to besuccess-
.

ful at the implementation of suchscidnce prOgramsas SAPA, SCIS or

looall),deveioped curriculum, there might be a needy to analyze

"other" professional needs, specifically those that spring from an

Attitudinal source. He raised the fallowing qdestions: ,

1) :Could the lack of prqessional reinforcement be the source
of the less than positive, attitude elementary teackerd have
toward the teathing of science?

'V, I
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4) Is there a theoretical basis in the attitude literature or the

social psychologist*that seems to support the hypothesis that
teachers need greater professional reward for science
teaching?

.

3) Could iCatz's functional approach to attitude' change be a valid
theoretical basis for the investigation of attitudes in teacher
education?

The investigator identified a basic assumption of the functional approach

as drawn from Wagner and Sherwood (1969). This assumption was "that atti-
, -

tudes develop and change as they serve to promote or support goals of the

individual; that is, attitudes are instrumental' to the person's satisfac-

tion'ofelds needs."

'' 'The four functions of Katz's functional approach are: (1) utilitarian,,

(2) knowled e, (3) valuemexpressing, and. (4) ego-defensive. ThePinves-

tigator e_ga a description of each which appears to be his interpreta-

tions of Katz's approach as applied to teachers.* Sol% example, the

investigator stated that the utilitarian function of Katz's approach ,--.

suggests that teachers will modify their attitude toward the teaching,

of science w en the change maximizes rewardsandminimizes punishme t.

Be suggested that perhaps teachers are not as reinforced by the school.
.

community for teaching science as they are for teaching reading, math

and'other subjects. Or, administrative restraints may serve indirectly
...

as punishment to the teacher who teaches science. Therefore; 'changing
....... . I

teachers' attitudei could require external rewards in the form of meter-
,..

r classes.-tare, equipment,'-or smaller .

. 4!,

Similar logic was used to describe the othei three functions with the

investigator "acknowledging that the ego-defensive function way be a

limitation of thestudY.

. . 1
.'

4- #

4 There is no attempt to cite prious research related to the investiga-

'tor'sor's study. Therewere-however, a nuT cber of related studies completed

during the 1950s and the 1960s including studies by this abstractor and

colleagues .
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ResearCh Design and Procedure

The investigator developed a simple, open-responsetmstatement\to survey

the attitudes of teachdi concerning barriers to science teething. The

questionnaire -- instrument was piloted with 239 inservice,teachers. The

instrument included:

AL.w
1) The statement:, "I will%teach more science if/when..."

2) The,directIons: "Complete thei-etatement,in as few words-as
possible. " - "Do not identify yourself."

3) A question as to grade level taught.

4) A question as to whether the teacher has used SAPA, SCIS,'
or ESS materials.

To establish interratet reliability, the investigator randolLy selected

50 teacher statements from the total responses and presented these to a

jury of four teachdr educators who were to use a procedure identical to

that of the investigator, namely:

1) _Classify each of the 50 responses in one of the followi g ten.
categories: software, hardware, time, teaching skills, admin-
'is ative restraints, other subjects, assistance, student,
misce aneous,or,I already teach science.

.2) If a r sponse is really a multiple response with more than'one
barrier (category) noted, record'only the first barrier.

41 'then the response is "materials," assume that the respondent
-swans "software" and not "hardware.1!

&mean percentage agreement among the jurors of 82.5 was reported:

Consistency of results in ranking of the categories led the investigatot

to Conclude that the instrument was reliable. In the pilOtIample 85

percent cited 'a barrier (category) with the rankings as identified in .

. o

01
the first procedure ove.

Assuming that a change 'in the free response open-ended-state nt from

"teach pore science" to "teaching science more efiettivele would raise.'

the percentage of respondents citing barriers, the instrument was admin-

istered to alurvey sample of 449 teachers representing a cross segtion

1

/ 38 4.
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of elementary and special education. A higher Percentage of teachers
w

were from -grades 4-6 than_ K -3 with at least 20 percent using SARA,

ESS materialsAkin their classrooms.
. 0

4

The sample represented teachers'from 14 school districts (7 rural, 5

Aburbans 2 urban) and 13 inservice classes at 7 college%arid.aniVer-

sities in eight states. .

Thgldata from both the:pilot study and the suicy sample were recorded

in a,summary table indicating a percentage Of teacher responses for

each of the ten categories and a relationship to one of Katz's eunc

tions.

4

Findings

The investigator classified all of the 449 teacher responses and judged

which of Katz's four functions seemed most congruent with each of the

categories. The results were%

a. ,

1) Software, birdware, time, removal of administrative restraints,
and assistance accounted for 78 flercent..of tha teachers' res-
ponses and seemed to be,supported by Utz's utilitarian function.

2) Teaching skills, which seemed to be,supported by Katz's know-
ledge function, accounted for10 percent of the responses.

3) Placing science pn a level below other subjects and tvchers'
questioning of the child's need for or intdrest in science
accounted for ,four percent wf the responses and seemed to be

supported by Katz's value - expression function.

4) There were no responses that seemed to be supported by the
ego - defensive function.

rnterpretations

The investigatoEconcluded that:

C

.1), Most of the teachers' responses learned to be supported by one
of Katz's tHree functions; util tariap; knowledge, or value-
expression.

O

40 4
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2) The knowledge and value- expression components functitoned.ak

AI low level.

3) The survey failed to reveal the ego-defensive function.

In addition to these conclusions the investigatbr extracted several

implications regarding the ins- ervice teacher;
."4`: ' -

. . .

) That the attitude of elementary ichoorteachers,and there-
fore the improvement of the teaching of scieice,rests

:primarily inAarces'ouiside the control of teaCheri them-
glebes..

2),,That pr1incipals and.swervisorslhould reinforce a positive .
attitude by exercising leadership in integrating'science
materials into the local science teaching milieu by provid-
ing accessibility of materials. and by planning to replace.
expendables methodically.

3) Thatachool officials and science educators could team up, to
provide teachers with such teaching skills as oral question- °
ing, teaching strategies, and'a classroom climate amenable to

.
- ..the teaching of investigative science.

. .

4), Aides and/or administrative help is needed to assIet teachers
in the preparation of science,materials. ' 4.

reoo'"
.

.

5) There is a.need to establish science as a legitimate subject
in the l

,.

oCal school curriculum. .

'N.-.40/ 1
.

.
The investigator indicated that the study.ad not_reinforce traditional

views of teacher's being nor that professional motivations

comq,from within. The study did not reveal personal dislike or dis-

comtOrt associated with teaching scienciland the investigator acknow-

ledged the existence-of other undisclosed motives that interfere.with

some elementary teachers embracing science.

. .

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS .

The investigator attempted to explore both tile question of professional

reinforcement as a means of creating a more positive attitude on the

part of elementaiy teachers toward science andVhe possibility 'of'a

. theoretical basis for investigating attitudes in teacher' education.

40
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Id developing his rationale the investigator did not draw upon preced-

ing research which studied,elementary teachei attitudes toward science-

. 8everak.such'studies exist and their strengths or weaknesses may have

aided in the development of this study. For example, in the knowledge

function tie investigator, includes teaching skills, knowledge, method,

experience, and interest". A study by White,,Butts and laud (1969) indicated

-that previous teaching experience does not appear to be related to

competenceAn science but does appear to be related to a teacher's

attitude. In another study, Butts and Raun (1970) found that few or

*.> no formal science,courses for elementary teachers
.

resulted in a more

. positive attitude towards sciende. The findings of these andother

studies are certainlg related to this study:

- .

content hours in science, type of science instruction reeeived, etc.,

would have been appropriate.

The investigator in discussing the value-expressive function suggests

that sex may make-a difference since "85 percent' of elementary pool

faculty personnel are females who view scienclas a male,enterpr 7

This is entirely possible, yet in the study, both pilot and survey,

there is no indication that'the sex of the respondents was obtained.

If the sample was entirely female, are. the results biased?
.

Not only was omitting tie ego-defensive function an unnecessary limi-

tation of the study but a question concerning a teacher's dislike or

fear of science should have been included. There should also have

been an attempt to collect factual information beyond grade level
. -

taught and use of SAPA,11ECS7 or ESS materials. A dislike or fear

of science may be due to many variables, not the least of which is a

lack of science content knowledge. Question to seek information on

The open question survey instillment is helpful if depth information

is sought or there is uncertainty as-to what the responses might be.

It requires a large time investment in interpreting add categorizing A

responses. It is also inhersady subjective and, as the investigator

adknowledges, he classified responses into ten broad categories and.
helufted wh1th of the four components of Katz's'fanctional approach

,
41.
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Supported the categories. The consistency of rankings of the cate-

gories was used by the investigator to justify reliabiliti:of the

instrument.4 Consistency is normally an indicator of reliability qut

all= (1968) considers the open question survey instrument as having

low reliabilitybecwe of .inherent subjectivity.

In-considering the category of "I already teach enough-science," which

was used in the pilot sample,the investigator reported a re nse rate

of lS percent which left 85 percent selecting one of the rrier cate-

gories (softward, hardware etc :). Desiring to raise the percentage

selecting a bar;ier category the base question was changed from "I will

teach morescienceif/when..." in the pilot run to "1 will teach science

more effectively if/when..." in the survey. This resulted in a category
.

which was now labeled "I already teach science Vectively.; am already,

satisfied"with a response rate of 5 percent: TN Investigator accom-

plished his purpose but left an interesting question. Was it possible

that some of the respeondents.of the pilot group, who indicated that

they already taught enough science, had indeed taught none 'which to

them was enough? One may asic how do we'know that all of the respon-

dents in both groups taught science?.
1r

tk .

The investigator- attempted to establish interrater reliability of the

'category 'classification process. In doing so the raters were told to

inerthe investigator's procedurep including the statement that any
4

,teaponse' which said-umatezials" was to be assumed to mean "software"

afidFnet-"hardiAre." Not only'is it highly guestiOnable to make Such')

assumption but it has been this abstractor's field elsperience that

teachers who were prepared for and use any of the newer programs of:

elementary school science, such as SAPA, SCIS, or ESS, will insist on

"hardware" when asked what they want in the Vayofmaterials. The

assumption of the investigator becomes more acute when he indicateA

that 20 percent of the survey sample or approxlmately.100 teachers

Were using SAPA,IC1S,.or'ESS materials in their classrooms. How can .

one be assured that the response percentages for theisoftware category '

(38 percent) add tie response percentages for the hardware category

(18-percent) are truly reflective of.h..ilintent"'Of the teachers'

43 1
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responses? How many of this 20 percent,of the sample had inservice

preparation to implement and teach the identified programs?

The investigator does trot indicate hot? many questionnaires were mailed

to the 14 sehOoldiatricts nor the number retOrned from all 14 school

districts. There is no-response ratio given and we have no Clues as
-s

4 to the characteristics .of 4.khe respondents iersus t the mon-respondents.

Random sampling,wis not used nor was there any indication that the

sample was equalized by random assignment.

. .

The conclusions, stated in three brief sentences; provide a very broad

'response to the first, three stated purposes of the study but do not

. address the fourth purpose-. There is no indication that the investiga-
4'

for views Katz's approach as a valid theory for establishing hypotheses

and designing experimental studies-to test attitude change of t hers.

. - '.1(
e

. .

fl1 On a purely philosophitalbasis this abstractor'couid.Concur with most

of what the investigtoridenfifies as implications of tU study....

However, to draw these implicotions from the data of the study is not

-supported by the abstractor. For example, as: investigator Oates, as 4'
1

I.
..

. an, implication, that"respondents.in this-'study s gested the use of

aides for this purpose," --the purpose being time t prepare and
) 1 .

asseMbleacience eiquipment. ,A reported two percent of,the responses
.

made this suggestion which:was hardly a significant number and a.ques -
8 6

.

.'
.

tipnable percentage for the stated implication. In anothei instance
.4

the investigator indicated that "although the percentage was not high,
- .

respondents openly sanctioned the need to establish science as a

legitimatesubjectn the local school curriculum:" There are no

df a or response categories provided in.thereport to support this

statement. Similar comments may bp made regarding other stated impli-

peations. By and large, the investigator has gone far beyond the' data

',provided. .

,4.,

In theeopinfoh of.the abstractor, this study eoul have been itreng-

thened significantly. Aside from previous comments it may be suggested

that the open question format, of the pilot survey'eauld have provided

47/ the basiellor aTlosed question format. Obta ihitis factual informationIf

A3 44
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about the respondenti couldhave been combined with survey data and

analyzed-by correlational techniques. Such analysis might have pro-

vided more definitive clues as to why certain categories ceived .a

larger percentage of responses and which categories and related

factual information are functionally indicative of teacher&attitude.
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Expandrd Abstract and. Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E".4 by N.
Jean Enochs, Michigan_ State University.

-

The stated purpose of this study was to determine the influence of,
.

particular.high school biology programs and several background. varia-

bles on achievement in beginning college biology.
.v.

Rat'ionnje

1

On a subjective basis, most college biolOgy teachers feel that BSCS

biology programs at-the high school level provide a better preparation

for beginning college biology than do other, biology programs: A study

of achievement in college biology by students with differeit high.

school background'is needed tel;vide evidence.on which to base a

conclusion.

Design and Procedure
e

1

The subjects used in this study were 857 freshmen students enrolled in
,.

beginning biology during one Quarter ;at Iowa State University. The

students were distinguished on the basis of five fletors: (1)'which

of six high school biology programs they had'experiencid (BSCS Blue

Version [BM Yellow Version (TV); arid Green Version (GV); Holt,

1Elne1

ha t and Winston's.Brown Version (Brown); other high school biology

progr mu (013); and_no high school biology (NB), (2) the college in

-which they were enrolled at the university, (3) the type of college
. .

laboratory in whidh they were enrolled, (4) whether or not they had

117
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taken htih'school chemistry, and (5) sex. .Achievement of different

mups of students in beginning college bi6logy was deasured by a

final grade which was based on two tests and a final exam.

The 'manipulated variables of the study were the five student descrip-

tion factors; the responding variable imp achievement in beginning

college biology. It appeared that an.attempt was.made to adjust for

a aohOlastii ability and achievement variable though these' variables

were not mentioned.

Initially, product - moment correlations were calculated for each high

school biology program and raw final grade. An exploratory multiple

regression analysis including the following variables appears to have

followed: final grade in college biology:, rank' in high school; scores>

on the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test (MSAT), 'English Placement

Test (ENG).'mathematics Placement Test (MATH): and the five student

description factors listed previously. The MSAT and OATH were found

to be significantly related to final grade, and two significant first

order interactions were identified.

The primary analysis'was an analysis of covariance which used MSAT and

MATH scores as covariants with final grade to produce adjusted mean '
;

final grades. All significant differences between levels of the main

effects and the two interactions were presented. Finally, a multiple

comparison investigation of all posSible combinations of high school

biology programs was perforied using least significant differences

(LSD) tests.%

Findings

The raw mean final grades for each of the, high school biology groups

were .13V=2.52; 111..2.46; Mgt 2.31; Bromi= 2.30; CV i 2.29; and OB=2..26..

The analysis of covariance indicated significant (0.05 level of dOnfi-

dence) differences between the final grade means bt the six highlschool

biology groups:and between a high school biology group by laboratory

48- .
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interaction. Signif icance at the.0.01 level is reported for differ-

ences of the mean for. the variables.: chemistry background,
. -

sex, and a,chemistry by sex interaction.. Data for the interactio4,

are shown initabil I; no other main effects or interactions were

significant. 4

The LSD-multiple comparison, of final grade and biology-group showed

significance at the 0.05 level for GV vs BrowtLand OB vs NB; 10.01
45.

level significance was reported for BV vs OB, GV vs OB, YV vs Browne -

TV vs OB, and Brown vs OB. Mean grades for all othet combinations

show4d no significant difference.

Interpretations

,Itif e
The stated conclusions were that "students who-had pairticipated in

.

the OB versions achieved significantly better,', with the YV next,

and GV third. No differences were found "between colleges, or between

students who took a laboratory, based upon high school background.

High school chemistry did produce. highly significant results..., Males

k- differed from females at theonepercenijevel compared to females."
. ,

.About the two significant interactions, it is concluded that illatora-

\17

tory for jors seemed to beta -ontributing factor" and "males who had

MO sdho0 chemistry were iipificantly different." Finally, MSAT

and MATH were found to be better predictors in college biology than
r .

rank in high school. 1

49
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TABLE I

'MEAN FINAL GRADES FOlt BIOLOGY, BY L4BORATORY INTERACTION

4

-qtr. AND CHEMISTRY BY SEX INTERAOT/ON*

,

)

Group
No Lab° Maj.:4's Lab' Non - Major's Lai

Raw *Adjus.ted: Rik. 'Adjusted Raw Adjusted

BV

CV

YV

Brown

OB

NB

Combined Groups

-

-

-

«.

....
2.16

Raw

.t.
2.63-

2.63

246

' -2.20
. 2.74

1.71

2.13

Male

r . 2.72 ,

- 3.23,

- 3.06

. .. °' 2.50
-t 2.69

2.20. %.

2.50 2.63 .

Female

J .
- -3.90

1.96

- - 2.05.
4 ..

.. . 1:79
.

I

-.- 2.30

.- 126333

2.32 2.25

Cab ined t Se*

Adjuste ,Paw Adlusted ,Raw Adjuste d

Chemistry

No-Chemihtry

`Combined Chemistry

/244 2.43

.47 2.05 .

2.13'2.55

-2.-43 412.53-w--
.- 1.94 2.15 ?

. .. . .

*This table was prepared by tht :abstractor. e)
,.,.

ABSTRACTOR's ANALYSIS IS

1.

Evaluating the effects of hi h'sehool curricula on- chieLent'

science is a task worthy of scien 'education research, bu
4. -

to be a difficult one. Previovarstudiestof 4
"4*::, %

`CHEM Study, BSCS) and_"traditionaLrgforvicu

procedures and yielded ineonsisAentconclus

these programs on aehi

0,
e

t

college;

ha roved

t. curried/. (e.g. PSSC,

ve utilized several

as to the effect of

em in cof4gi science. Most'stediesreport;

no significant-differences iOliii;vamedOnIcollege, lased on high :

school science cIfticula 1972e:.:Gikrett, 1968; Hendricks et al.,

4<
1963; luclik, 1969; <Ott; 1970; Ogden, 1976/+}-,while a very few claiM such*.

significance (Cothingham, 1970).. The edission of related,literature

and an historical context limiFs the as of this study to
that of an initial investigation.

-
eirE441:

=
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Although a general design and series of analyses are suggested above,

the proc4durel, analyses and endings of this study arenbE clearly

piesented or interpreted in the paper. The study would have been

greatly improved by 4sie'specific., initial planning. Initial

ale using raw final grades indicated that students who took high

school chemistry had a mean grade of 2.41 while those who did not

averaged 1.94(Table 1). Although this result was sati.to be .

"expected," no mention was made of the possibility and importance,

of controlling for the distribution of these two groups throughout

the biology groups. The.same analysis indicated raw mean grades for

the different college laboratory groups as follows: no lab - 2.16;

major's lab - 2:50;non-major's lab - 2.32 (Table 1). These were

shown to be significant at the 0.05 level, Also presented'in the

table is the result of a later analysis of covariance which showed

that sex had a significant effect on *ft mean grade, males averaging

1.55 and females 2.13 (although inspect ibn of_ the breakdown figures

above this score in the table suggest that an error has been made;

oiher'data in the paper verify that the effect of sex on final grade

was significant at the 0.01 level.)( All three of these variables

were known' to 'have a.significant effect on finalgpide, but no mention

wes.made,oPtechniques used to adjust the mean grade on this basis,

nor w4s an effect.on the validity of the, results acknowledged.'

Uncontrolled distribution of these variables over the biology groups
A

destroys the validity,of the statisticaltprocedures used.

Achievement in college biology as mea Ad by raw mean grades for the

six biology groups was profoundly effected by the adjustment of the

means based on MSAT and MATH scores, e.g. the OB group which.had the

lowest achievement based on raw means was said to have the highest

achievement after the means were adjusted. Despite the magnitude of

this data manipulation, no rationale, no description,of how the

multiple regression analysis was carried out and no data resulting

froi the regression analysis were presented. The actual adjusted me)9

grades for each,bi9logy group are not reported; they are said'io be

presented in a st4cifiC table, but they 'do.not appear. Without these

means only difference scores are available to measure the affect of

the different variakles on final grade; the dircctions of the

si
.11



differences found by the analysis, of covariance and the LSD
4r,

multiple

comparison cannot be inferred'from data presented.

The generation of the all-important responding variably, mean gradt

in college biology, was not clearly described. The relationships of

the different laboratories to the biology course and their pdssible

direct effect.on the final, grade was not discussed nor was it clear
-

that alrthe students, were enrolled in the same beginning biology
. ,

courses Additional ambiguity was introduced by a few apparently

typographical and technical errors sugt as the statement that "the

better student took YV" when the data being interpreted specified

that the BV group had the higher mean grade. While the style of

writing imiii7ed by many journals due to space limitations often

r irps omissions and cryptic phraseology, it is important to

Inc l e information which.will allow a reader to reconstruct the
,e0

agalysi and, if possible, to carry out other analyses of the data

t'hav been obtained.
.t.

This'pape deals with an important topic Sind contains valuable data,

but the d ta analysis'ip inadequate to support the conclusionsbpre-
,

**anted. The literaturedescribing investigations of this type

suggests several approaches to the analysis of data;.I recommend, as

a model, the paper by Hendricks (1963). Several additional'student

variables have been analyzed for effect; age; mathematics background,

and SAT scores as well as chemisery,and sex have been reported to be

signifidant (Ogden, 1976), I woudibe very interested in seeing the

data reported in. this paper reanalyzed ta remove the difficulties

cited atove. It would make a valuable contribution to science educa-

tion and, more(specificallytO high school textbook selection

committees,

4
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edges, Larry V. and Kenneth Maier. "Prerequisite Courses as Pre-
dictors of Achievement in tap Natural Sciences.' Office of
Academic Support and Instructional Services, University of
California, San Diego-La Jolla, California, Febtuary, 1976.

.Descriptors--*Academic Achievement; *College Science;
*Educational Research; Higher Education; -*Natural Sciences;
Prediction; *Predictor Variables; Scienoe Educatiod

Y

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by .

flerbert A. Smith, Colorado State University. .

Purpose

The study investigated the validity of prerequisite lower)Arision

.

ioursegrades-anprediCtors of grades.in upptr division scienc

major areas.

Rationale

As indicated in the study, prerequisite cournes are "normally reqdired

as a condition of enrollment in upper division courses- These.

recluiremenVs are usually justified on thetisis of 'providing necee.

eary'content, providing practice in the use of skills in

quantitative problem solving and as an'efficient screening mechanisi

of students for advanced study. Is this a reasonable and valid
.

practice This study addresses itself to this Oestion.

.Research Design and. Procedure 4

One hundted ninety-five college students who.graduated from the 4h°

University of California, San Diego, in the sOffng.of1975 were thex
,

subjects of this study. The students were in'deven differenemajers:'

applied physics and information science, applied mechanics ands

engineering sciencesebiology (two programs)4chemist6,Athe-°

matics and physics. The procedureused'ip the study involveg .0

easlysis4of the siudente records to obtain an average grade in A

the several prerequisite courses'and the average gra e in upper

54
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division courses in the studdntst major area. A,correlation analy-
.

sis was then made in which bivariant and multiple regression

coefficients were obtained to provide a measure of7gelatibnship
.

between the variables. the results are succinctly summarized in
.

tabular form.

Findings . .

,
..

. s V,
t tr

T1)e findings clearly demonstrate. that the prerequisite courses have S

_

relatively high,validity as prelictors of success in later upper )f
Oat

1t. - divisioW.purses in the curricula included in this study.

I

Interpretations

The authors conclude that the prerequisites are justified on the

basis of their findings. They suggest the usefulness of regression'

models to counselors and academic advisors in helping students make

desions about their future areas of study and, by inference,

their probable success in pu rsuing more advanced-study.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS
4

This study i) perhaps not highly original or innovative. But it Is

straight-forward, logical, well ,written and. something of a model for

clarity. Considea the small samples for a correlational study,

it is surprising that all correlatiois were significant; most of

them, incltiding all the multiple correlation coefficients, at the

MeperCentlevel.. The study would appear to validate convincingly

the use of'prerequisites as predictors of success ,in more'advanced

courses in scientific fields. Thefact that physics grades were

the best predictors of later performance in four of the seren major

areas (but strangely enough, not in physics) is intriguing. As

'Indicated in the data, undergraduate mathematics,gradet appear to
,

f-

IL
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be'better'predictors for upper division physics gradts, while lower

' division physics grades ape better predictors of upper division

MAtbematics grades. Presumably the differences between the cOeffi-
1

Oasts are not gtatisicallY.;ignificant. It does, howevei, suggest

.

(

p

that some additional study,istwarranted.

A .

The questipn of the validity of prerequisites in other fieldsq

remains unanswered. On a priori ggounds dine would expect the
As.

Validity of prerequipite courses as OrediCSors of later success in,

.upper division courses to be greater in fields with strongly developed

structure such as mathematics, science and possibly economics or in

fields with a relatively fixed sequence such as foreign languages,

than in humanities, history or the less quantitatively oriented
,

social sciences:

With the pressurelto

experience, fher is

site courses.

admit students of varied backgrounds, ages and:

often:pressure to wipe or eliminate prerequi

One interesting question suggested by the study is the relationship
. .

of institutional policy on prerequisites and the quality of the

institutional graduases. When prerequisites' are either discouraged
t-

or easily waived, it would appear to be difficult`o maihtain stan-

dard s in upper division courses...An extrapolation of this study

would support this view, at least in science fields, and raises a

general question about other academic and professional areas.-

1

Ne
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Pedireen, Arne'A. andJudithj. Jacobs. "The Effect of Grade Level
en Achievement in Biology." \journal of Research in Science
Teaching, 13(3);237-241, 1976.

Descriptors--*Academic Achievement; Age Differences; *Biology;
. *Educational Research; *instructional Program Divisions;

Science Education; Secondary Education; *Secondary School
Science

Expanded Prepared Especially for I.S.E. byrA\ act and Analysis Prepa1

> .

Ellen Stephan e Simmons, TeachersCoilege, Columbia University.

Purpose

\./

According to Pedersen and Jacobs, the purpose of rhi,,study was "...to

determine whether there was a difference in achievement between ninth-
.

and tenth-grade students upon"completion of a,year of biology."

Ratidnale

After reviewing the literaturcon'tfiis topic, the authors Concluded

that the previous studies were conflicting in nature and narrow in

scope. Hence, an investigation involving a large number of ninth-
.Abetenth-grade su,Awads with diverse'abilitie, wad devised *Mich

controlled for many witraneOus variables inherent in the earlier

MI-ear I.

Research Design and Procedure

This study was conducted over the course of one academic year involv-

ing all ninth -grade (684) and all tenth-grade studeilts (721).from
.

TottenvilleHigh School, Staten Island,,, New York.' An'even mixture

of and :tenth-grade students was employed: within= 'each elms.

PUrthermore, the classes contained pupils from a wide continuum of

'abilities;. this larger spectrum of abilities was deemed necessary in
$

order -to offset those weaknebses found in the earlier research which

tended to select only a small,number'of,subjects and usually focused



7

especially on the brighter.students. Eighteen teachers were involved

in the prOject; thus, extraneous vallables, including tedcbet compe-

* tency, classroom conditionso.and course time, were controlled because

both groups were exposed on .a random basis.

,
,

At the completion of the year's study; all subjects were tested at the
. .

same time with absenteeism being
*

minimal (16-ninth-grade, 20 tenth -

'grade).
.

'grade). A comprehensive multiple-choice test covering the yeaits

Course of study was prepared by a committee of experienced biology.

teachers' While the test's reliability was not calculated, its

validity was verified by faculty ,involved.

. The scores attained onhis test were divided into the two class

groups, and the'mean for each groupo as well as the range and the
.

standard deviation, was calculated. A t-test for independent means ,

with 0:05 level of significance was performed.. After grouping the

individlial scores into intervals (selection was based upon teacher

Anteresti), a chi- square test was employed to determine'if a

significant difference existed at the 0.05 level between the grade

distribution for ninth-graders and the grade distribution for tenth-

graders
.

. .

No significalt difference was found to exist betWeen the mean scores

'for each grad& level; and the difference in grade distribution was

negligible. The t-test for determining the difference in mean scores

showed a t-value-of 1.72 which was not significant at the 0.05 level. 4

Pie chi-square analysis for grade distribution resulted in 9.69 which`

mps.mot.significant at the 0.05 level-.
e 4

.7

Interpretations A

4

40.

. )

Once noil'significant-difference was found in'eitherstatistical analy-

sis, the researChers inferred that ninth-grade students'do have the

MP'
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background and the capacity to succeed in biology. Furthermore,. the

authors believe that their study supports those who have proposedthat

biology should be taught on the ninth-grade level; this concludion

Is based on :the authors! use of a larger. number of.nubjectsnwirh

diverse abilities. ' t

The authors of this4 resaa ch report convey their information succinctly,

thoroughly, and precisel The format used helps? the reader clearly

and quickly understand the totality of the investigation, .the problem

analyzed, the process used, amipthe results achieved. As a result of

these many attributes,%this'investigation as reported has demonstrated

that ninth-grade students should be permitted the opportunity to study 11(

biology.

. This conclusion was reached after a-careful study of Vhe:literature and
P

after developing a research design devoid of the def ieiencies. in previous
.

a .

studies. Their investigation is unique in the employment of_. a larger,

nualber of subjects (using all ninth- and tenth-grade students with

diverse abilities attending a large urban high school). Unfortunately.

. thc authors did not quantify the "varyifig abilitieq."
. . .

However, Leral'attributes are found in this study:

.

.440

7

A

1, The mixture of ninth and tenth-grade students within indi-

vidual classes--this controlled for subject matter

presentation bias.

2. The final examination was prepared t a committee of biology

teachers-this insured that the test content dealt 'with the

entire year's curriculum and eliminated tester bias.

. The
;all

V.,
.,

.
. . t

final examination was adminf tered

117

f

iubjects --thisaalleviated a y bias

59
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simultaneously to

in testing conditions.



In addition to-these attributes, careful attention was also given to

the research design.' The use of a't-test fill evaluating and camper-

lig the Mean scores between grade levels was most appropriate as was,

the use of the chi-square for evaluating the significant diffetence in

the grade distribution for the-f';';'-groups. 'According to the authors,

<1\ they chose unequal intervals with logicaX care, keeping in mind the

iiterests of classroom teachers. While the chi-square test using

unequal intervals was shown to be not'statistically significant, g

would be interesting to,reanalyze the data using eqdal intervals except

for the first, from zero to 50. Since such great care was taken with

the statistical analysis of the data, itseams unfortunate, however,

' that no quantitative techniques were employed to assess the reliability

and validity of therachievemeUt test (content validity was only subjec-

tively determined by the biology faculty).

Therefore, the conclusion reached by the authors appears to bewail-

founded--that ninth-grade students would seem to have the Vaikgroupd
\

and the capacity to succeed in biology. The authors also suggest that
-..

as a result of being able to take biology in the ninth-grade, students

will have more opportunities to select'coursehewhich test meet their
.

in/

-

dividual needs and interests. II&
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liESPONBE TO TR ANALYSIS OF

Willson, V. L. and A. M. Gatibaldi. "The Association Between Teacher
Participation in NSF Institutes and Student Achievement,"'by
S. J. Davis. Investigations in Science Education, 3(1)68-61,,

1977.

by

Victor. L., WI 11 ion

University of South Dakota

Volume'3, Issue I contained an

first published, in the Journal

The abstract and analysis were

are several distinct points of

addressed in this responie.

abstract and analysis. of an article

of Research in Science Teaching (1976).

prepared by Edward J. Davis. There

the criticisms 9f Davis which will be

The data analysis reported was part of a five -year evaluation grant

to Dr. Wayne Welch to study effects of selected NSF projects (Welch

and Gullickson, 1973). The evaluation included an initial assessment

of several hundred teachers in sciencetand mathematics and conedini
.

tent assessment of one of their classrooms. Davis questioned the

randomness of the sampling procedure in the selection of teachers,
S

who were supposedly selected randomly by principals from a Stratified

systematic sample of schools in five feographic regions. No direCt

investigstign of randomness was made,'but indirect evidence was

collected by exaiin3ag the characteristics of the teacher sample,.

Number of years in teaching, numeir of credit hours of science and

math, highest degree earned were compared betOeen the ERIC sample

(Schlessinger, F. R., et al" 1971)'and the Welch sample. The 'two

samples were quite.similar (Dr. Wayne Welch,, Personal Communication,

1978).

Another criticism of the-article was centered on the-conitructioh'of.
!.

the achievement tests used. In mathematics the National Longitudinal

Study of Mathematical Abilities (NLSMA) item set formed the basis for

test construction. At grades eight, and eleven, items were content

tategorireVl:O number system, algebra, and geometry. Each was tub-

divided into foui taxonomic levels: computation, comprehension,

4.; -63
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application, and analysis. Mathematics educators formed an experts, .e

panel to decide percentage contribAtion of each contenesubarea to

reflect current curricula. Items.were selected to have difficulties

between .5 and .9 with point-biserial correlations greatex4than .3

with the original NLSMA scales. Further revision and a pilot test

in public schools followed, with fine1 revision. In science a
/
comparable process was followed using National Assessment of Educe-

.

tional Progress (NAEP) Science Assessment items releaied from the

1968 assessment. AttitUde and process, measures administered in the

study were discussed in other published articles and are not directly

relevant to the paper. Technical descriptiOns of tke tests are avail-

able from Dr. Wayne Welch, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,- MN

55455. See also Lawrenz (1972) and Sandman (1972).

The last point of criticism was considered most important.by t1e

reviewer. He suggested the gain associated with institute attendance

was too little `(about 2 points on the 40-item tests) to Warrant signi-

ficantoattention or to recommend institute attendance. There are

several features of the gain ignored by the reviewer.. First, it'is

the average gain over a large number of classrooms. There have been

few educational effects shown to be this large in any studies of

achievement. Next,,.,the gain can reasonably be compared with gains

ofaimilar magnitude on standardized science or mathematics achieve-

gent tests. Two points on a 40-item test represent a 5 perbent

absolute gain (and 10 percent on the base level of about 20 correct

fOr the cioorest groups). In Table .1 are listed comparable gains and

their interpretations in terms of group means.as publishedby the

first two tests I had immediately at hand.

The magnitudes of:gains for the classes in the Willson and Garibaldi

study are comparable to very large average school gaindfon the STEP

and ITBS tats. While grade eqUivalents are crude at best, the ITBS

gains of about four months in grade 8 math are probably quite compar-

able to the gains of the STEP tests, which don't report grade equiva-

lents. Any program which can produde an average four -month gain in

classes is worthy of consideration, as was discussed in Willson and

. 64
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Teblels. Comparable Mean Gains for NSP

.

Data Set and. Several Standardized Teat Norm Groups,
. .

0

initial-Mean,.

,Difficulty'

qf Test for .' Raw
Comparison , .Gain

Percent
Gain Of
Total
Items

Percentile
Grade Rank Gain

Equivalent for School
Gain Means Comments

1. NSF Data Simple
(Willson and Garibaldi)

.Science
..(40 items)

Math
('

(40 items)

Gr. 11

Cr.' 8'

Gr. 11

Gr. 8

.'2. STEP - Series II
School Mean Dorms (1971)'

Science Gi. 11
(75 items)
'(50 items) Gr. 8

Math Basic Concepti
(50 items) Gr. 11

(50 Items) Gr. 8

Math Computation
.(60 items) Gr. 11

(60 items) Gr. 8

2. ITBS Form 5 (/974)
School Mean Norms

Mathematics Concepts
(30 items) Cr. 8

Math Problem Solving
(30 items) Gr. 8

.56

.56

.57

.51

2.14

L- .95

2.01'

1.77

0

5.35

2.38

5.03

4.43

.55 . "4.01 5.35

. I. '2,38

.49 5:03

.59 '72721 4.43

.57 3.0

.62
4

, .75
K.

.47

1011

+242

+232

+212'

Jr

5.35. -- +31%
----

4.43 -- . +13%

A

1.33 4.43

.4

1;3 4.43

Initial. mean

difficulty is die
mean score fOr NO

NSF institute %

attendance divided
by number of items
in the test.

+202 ,

.4 - 4232

/nit =1 mean difii
aaty is the mean
school raw score
divided by number
of items on thg
test as teported
in test manuals.
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Garibaldi. The conclusion remains the sop: participation

service'ins iiutes by teacheis appears quite beneficial tovtudent

achievement.

aN
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